LESSON 14
DATABASE SECURITY

Lesson 1: Being a Hacker

WARNING
The Hacker High School Project is a learning tool and as with any learning tool
there are dangers. Some lessons if abused may result in physical injury. Some additional
dangers may also exist where there is not enough research on possible effects of
emanations from particular technologies. Students using these lessons should be
supervised yet encouraged to learn, try, and do. However ISECOM cannot accept
responsibility for how any information herein is abused.
The following lessons and workbooks are open and publicly available under the following
terms and conditions of ISECOM:
All works in the Hacker High School Project are provided for non-commercial use with
elementary school students, junior high school students, and high school students whether
in a public institution, private institution, or a part of home-schooling. These materials may
not be reproduced for sale in any form. The provision of any class, course, training, or
camp with these materials for which a fee is charged is expressly forbidden without a
license including college classes, university classes, trade-school classes, summer or
computer camps, and similar. To purchase a license, visit the LICENSE section of the HHS
web page at http://www.hackerHigh School.org/licensing.html.
The HHS Project is an open community effort and if you find value in this project we ask
that you support us through the purchase of a license, a donation, or sponsorship.
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Foreword From Glenn Norman, Project Manager, 2012-1016
I first got in touch with Pete Herzog and ISECOM (http://isecom.org) in 2010 through
LinkedIn because, as a professional editor, I thought I could make a contribution to the
writing and layout of some of his products. Initially I thought about working on the OSSTMM
(http://osstmm.org), but accepted Pete’s offer to work on lessons for Hacker Highschool
(http://hackerhighschool.org). In 2012 Pete asked me to take on the job of unpaid
volunteer Project Manager for the Hacker Highschool Version 2 Rewrite Project, which I
accepted.
Over the next four years I managed over 10,000 emails, almost 100 contributors and over
200 supporters of the project. Some of the lessons went through as many as 50 drafts, all of
which I managed and edited. I learned a tremendous lot about hacking, hackers and
hacker culture, most of it positive. By 2016, however, financial pressures forced me to
relinquish the role of Project Manager.
The Hacker Highschool materials are open and free to the public, released under a
Creative Commons Non-Commercial, No Deriviatives, Attribution Required License, which
is an extension of copyright not formally embodied in law. Formal, legal copyright, of
course, is always owned by the creator of a work, unless the creator is paid, or signs away
rights in a contract. This means that all materials contributed to Hacker Highschool remain
the copyright property of the contributors.
After my departure, ISECOM chose to keep our contributions but remove the names of
several people from the Contributors pages, including mine.
So to preserve record of the contributions of the many good people of the Hacker
Highschool rewrite project, here are the lessons that are my work product as the volunteer
Project Manager of the Hacker Highschool Version 2 Rewrite Project from 2012-2016.
Parts of these lessons are Copyright © 2016 Glenn Norman, including editing,
arrangement, verifying and integrating contributed materials, and original text. All rights
are reserved, though these documents may be freely distributed provided this statement
remains intact.
All other materials remain the copyrighted property of their respective contributors,
beyond their use and acknowledgment in Hacker Highschool Version 2.
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Introduction and Objectives
Databases, as their name implies, store data and information. They're the backbone of
most organizations, and they're found running in the background of almost every
application businesses use today.
Databases are also the heart and soul of almost all commercial and organizational
websites and blogs. They represent a tempting target, because so many of them contain
personal or credit card information that's valuable to criminals. (Just guess who pays the
price. Got a mirror handy?) An attack on a website's database servers can be financially
catastrophic.
It's important to understand the difference between a database and a database server.
A single database is like a text document, say, Letter_2_Mom.txt. A database server, on
the other hand, is like a text editor, for example Abiword, Notepad++ or
OpenOffice/LibreOffice Write. See the distinction? You can edit your text, to a degree, in
almost any text editor. Abiword is a different thing than Letter_2_Mom.txt. One is the
application, the other is the file that holds information.
Okay, let's dig in.
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Database Servers
In the world of database servers, just like all software, you have a choice of open-source
or commercial products. Many large websites that go the commercial route use Microsoft
SQL Server (MS SQL) or Oracle as their database servers. Oracle is famously expensive,
while MS SQL is much cheaper. However, some of the biggest sites use open-source
database servers from MySQL, PostgreSQL, or SQLite. If you're using a contemporary web
browser, it probably has SQLite built right in (which is something worth thinking about).

Exercise
14.1
Oracle once famously boasted that their software was “unbreakable.” What
happened in response to that claim?
Does this prove anything about the security of “for-pay” software?

Relational Databases
Originally databases were “flat,” meaning they stored information in long text files that
used a tab or comma to separate chunks of information (fields or columns), and line
returns to separate lines (rows). The ones that use a comma are still called CSV (comma
separated values) files.
If the database is all about club members, then the table we're using might be called
tblMembers. (More on that name below.) A collection of rows and columns is a table, and
a collection of tables is a database. Relational databases use tables to store information
in columns and rows like the ones below. You can easily search sequentially through the
entire file to find specific information.
LastName
Thomas
Norman
Ruiz
Herzog
Playle

FirstName
Tom
Glenn
Jose
Pete
Greg

City
Tampa
Albuquerque
Hamburg
Barcelona
Colorado Springs

Country
USA
USA
Germany
Spain
USA

Salary
$280.00
$320.00
$300.00
$400.00
$325.00

Relational databases use a special computer language, SQL (structured query language),
which is the standard for database interoperability. SQL is the foundation for all of the
popular database servers available today, from Access to Oracle. It's a programming
language specifically designed to retrieve, sort, and otherwise manipulate data efficiently
in an RDBMS (relational database management system). RDBMSs use queries, or a
collection of SQL statements, to function. SQL can pose a vulnerability in any application
that uses it, because it's all too easy to tinker with other people's SQL. (We'll discuss SQL
injection below.)
SQL is a very extensive language, and you can do a lot with it. We'll visit a basic
statement, SELECT. Here's the syntax of a basic SELECT statement:
SELECT column_name1, column_name2,... FROM table_name;
And here's a simple SELECT query:
SELECT * FROM tblMembers;
This statement selects all columns in tblMembers. Notice that closing semi-colon? It's a
critical signal in SQL, meaning “we're done describing it, now run this query.”
The “relational” part of databases comes in when they start to get giant. We don't want
to store the long city name “Albuquerque” thousands or millions of times; that's going to
take a lot of space! How about we just use a short number like “2” to mean Albuquerque?
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That calls for a separate table, one we'll call tblCities. This table has a primary key,
CityNumber, so we can have an easy-to-search index.

CityNumber
1
2
3
4
5

CityName
Tampa
Albuquerque
Hamburg
Barcelona
Colorado Springs

Once we've done this we can modify our original table:

1
2
3
4
5

MemberID

LastName
Thomas
Norman
Ruiz
Herzog
Playle

FirstName
Tom
Glenn
Jose
Pete
Greg

1
2
3
4
5

CityNumber

Country
USA
USA
Germany
Spain
USA

Salary
$280.00
$320.00
$300.00
$400.00
$325.00

See how CityNumber shows up in both tables? We use it in tblMembers to relate the two
tables, and when we do that it's called a foreign key. And of course we've added a
primary key to tblMembers, for good form. While we're on the subject of good form, notice
how we gave the tables names that begin with “tbl” (an easy cue that you're looking at a
table, and not a query or a view or anything else mysterious).
There: now you're a master of database technologies. Or at least people will think so if you
stick to the boldface keywords above.

Finding a Database Server on the Internet
Step One to hacking anything is finding it. In earlier lessons you learned about tools like
nmap, which help you find hosts and the ports that are open on them. You're going to
need those skills.

Exercise
14.2

Scan your lab network for hosts with databases available.

Port 1433/1434 (tcp or udp) is the MS SQL port. Oracle’s port is 1521. MySQL uses 3306
by default. Which do you find?

SQL Injection
We've discussed the simplest SQL statement, SELECT. Now let's look at how you get data
into a database, the INSERT statement. The basic syntax is this:
INSERT INTO my_table (column1, column2,...) VALUES (value1, value2,...);
A real example would be:
INSERT INTO tblMembers (LastName, FirstName, CityNumber, Country, Salary)
values (Ivaldi, Mario, 4, Spain, $350.00);
This statement inserts a new row of data into your database. See the field names in the
first parentheses and the new person's data in the second set?
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All this is fine as long as we get to control the data that goes into our database. The
problem comes when somebody wants to use it to host porn, or generate spam, or create
fake financial records. Use your imagination: what could we put on your social site page
that would make you look bad? Now you see why you want to control your data.
SQL injection comes into the picture when a user is filling out a form. Let's say you're
ordering something online, and you have to provide information. There's a field marked
“First Name” that you'd expect would hold something like Robert. What if you enter:
Robert'); DROP TABLE tblStudents;
First off, would your parents call you Little Bobby Tables? (See http://xkcd.com/327/.) And
second, what's going to happen? Did we forget to mention the DROP TABLES statement?
Oh yes, you can do that too. And a whole lot more. So basically what happens here is
you're providing a real first name, but then you're prematurely ending the SQL by guessing
that a single-quote will match a beginning one somewhere (which is a very good guess).
Then you close a parenthesis (again a guess, and probably accurate), then you end the
SQL statement with a semi-colon!
The truth of the matter, though, is that any programmer who doesn't sanitize input from
web form submissions is sloppy, at the very least. If you discover a form or site where
something like this works, you'd be doing a favor to the proprietors to let them know. For
your own protection, do this anonymously.
Another way to hack the SQL is to use a statement that is always true, like “1 = 1”. In this
case, you'd put this into oh, say, a login field:
' OR '1'='1';
Which may create something like this:
SELECT username, password FROM user_table WHERE username = '' OR '1'='1';
This is the most basic SQL injection attack. What will this get you, if it succeeds? Since the
OR clause 1=1 always evaluates to true, you'd get access without credentials.

Exercises
14.3
Sticking carefully to the lab computers provided to you, find any that contain web
pages with forms.
Can you make the server spill all its data for you?
Can you inject false data?
Can you make the database server delete tables?
What other disasters can you inflict?
14.4
Now your job is to alert the website owner of the problem. Find an anonymyzing
service that will let you do this safely, and send an email to your instructor about the
issues you've discovered.

A Sample SQL injection Attack
An SQL injection attack can be done either manually, using automation tools or with a
combination of both. The best way is to start by trying to find a vulnerability using manual
commands and then move to tools that can automate the process of injecting code in
order to obtain the information that we want.
It's vital that you know the basics of creating a query because as a hacker your main
purpose is to get the application to tell you the following: This database has an object of
interest with the following characteristics and it can be used in order for us to obtain
sensitive information.
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Our primary targets on any database are tables that contain columns named user,
password, admin etc., and once we find them we need to retrieve those tables in order to
see the information. We can also look for any table or tables that contain columns with
the names client, address, credit card etc. that can reveal personal information. You
need to know how to take advantage of specific SQL errors that will give you the
information to construct further queries till you build the right one and retrieve the
information.
An SQL attack (manual and automated)
Let's run through the steps of an attack using screen shots from a LInux distro so you can
follow the attack. As a note, we're not doing the whole thing so do some research of your
own if you don't understand something, specially on writing queries.
When you find a page you want to exploit, your first job is to generate an error. You can
check the id=something value on our target and play with it. If it’s a numeric value like
id=2, change it to an alphabetic value id=c. This might generate an error that tells you….
Cool! This site is vulnerable.
Then you can try to find how many tables the database you are accessing has. To do that
you can use this query: id=1 order by 8. This asks the database… Do you have 8 tables? As
you can see on the screen shot the answer is no:

When you find this type of error the next step is to use the same query but lower the
number. If the error persists keep lowering it until you obtain a normal page. If for example
you use: id=1 order by 6 and we get back to the page we were viewing this means that
our database has six tables.
Now you need to get the database name. One of the many queries we can try would be:
id=9999 or 1 in (SELECT TOP 1 CAST (database_NAME (0) as varchar (4096)))

Essentially you're trying to generate an error that will make the app to tell you There is an
error when trying to access database X. As you see on the previous screen the value
3437_19_1 is the database name.
To enumerate the tables you can use a query like:
id=9999 or 1 IN (SELECT TOP 1 CAST(name as varchar(4096))
[3437_19_1]..sysobjects WHERE xtype='U' and name NOT IN ('test'))

FROM

This query will try to call an item on a table called test, but because this probably does not
exists it will tell you that you failed to convert the varchar value books to data type
integer. This means that you now know you have a table called books!
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If you use the same query but substitute the found value for the original test value you get
this query:
id=9999 or 1 IN (SELECT TOP 1 CAST(name as varchar(4096))
[3437_15_1]..sysobjects WHERE xtype='U' and name NOT IN ('books'))

FROM

This gets you another table:

You can keep doing this until you get all the tables and maybe if you are lucky you can
find some interesting info. Here, club_members sounds really interesting; it looks like you
found tables with user and password info for the club members
Eventually you could arrive at the following query:
id=9999 or 1 IN (SELECT name FROM syscolumns WHERE id = (SELECT id FROM
sysobjects
WHERE
name
=
'club_members')
AND
name
NOT
IN
('id','name','city','zip','username'))
and get the following result:

After the whole manual ordeal you might get info like this:

1. Table name: 3437_19_1
2. Table of interest: club_members (6 columns)
3. Name of columns: id, name, city, zip, username, password
With that info you could either keep poking manually or automate the process with a tool.
Here's a screen shot of the database obtained with an automated tool:
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Exercise
14.5
Research a tool that can automate the process of injecting the page with the
info you found manually as a basic foundation to extend the attack and retrieve
tables. Most such tools require you to start from data obtained manually to start the
automated process. Don't use tools that do all the work.

Browser Database Storage
As we mentioned before, contemporary web browsers have a SQLite database
management system built right into them. That means browsers store a lot of information
about their users, which is very handy when you don't want to fill out a form again, but
also handy when you want to know what your cheating boy/girlfriend has been
uploading and downloading. (You have been warned.)
The location of this data depends on the operating system. For instance, under Windows 7
you'll find the Firefox data store at
C:\Users\userName\AppData\Roaming\Mozilla\Firefox\Profiles\
The database tables will be contained in files with the extension .sqlite.

Exercises
14.6

Find, download and install the SQLite Database Browser.

14.7
Use the app to look into the file formhistory.sqlite. What kind of interesting
information is in this table, or could be?
14.8

What other .sqlite files can you find?
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